
The Nature of Some Subtypes of A

By AARON A. ALTER AND Rica�uw E. ROSENFIELD

T HE COMMON EXPRESSION of the ABO antigens is under the control

of allelic genes and subject to modification by a number of genetic inter-

actions. Unusual alleles create additional serologic variety, particularly in re-

gard to subtypes of the A antigen.1

The secretor salivas of subjects having the subtype, A30, have a normal

capacity to inhibit H-anti-H agglutination, but fail to affect A-anti-A systems.1

However, if A30 is representative of a mutant A gene, some A antigenic deter-

minants must exist in A30 secretor salivas and should be demonstrable when

tested with an appropriate population of reactive antibody molecules. In the

present report, new examples of A30 have provided materials to test this theory.

In addition, family studies and analysis of some published population data

confirm and extend earlier observations2 that some B genes suppress, at the

phenotypic level, the expression of paired A genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sub/ects

D’Or. and Per. were normal persons. Day. was a 56 year old Jewish male with

agnogenic myeloid metaplasia of a least 10 years’ duration. This diagnosis was based on

anemia, hepatosplenomegaly, and characteristic red cell changes. No blood transfusions had

been required. Mr. Rei. was a diabetic hospitalized for elective closure of a colostomy

created for a benign obstructive lesion of the colon. He expired during the postoperative

period. Mrs. Bas. was hospitalized for a vaginal plastic operation. Mrs. Mu. was hospitalized

for an uncomplicated third pregnancy.

Erythrocytes

Tests bloods were collected aseptically in modified Alsever’s solution and studied after

2 to 10 days of storage at 4 C. I)’Or. cells were glycerolyzed, frozen in dry ice, shipped

by air from Rome, and stored at -93 C. until tested.

Saliva

Saliva samples were boiled immediately after collection and then centrifuged at 1000 g

for 10 minutes. The supernatant fluids were removed and frozen at -20 C. until tested.

I)’Or. saliva was shipped in dry ice along with D’Or. red cells.

Antisera

Anti-A senim was obtained from a volunteer donor of type B who had been immunized

with hog A substance. f Anti-B serum was obtained from a volunteer donor of type A who

had been immunized with horse B suhstance.t Anti-A,B serum was collected from a woman
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606 ALTER AND ROSENFIELD

of type 0 ( Mrs. R. G. ) with a history of three type A children, all of whom had ABO

erythroblastosis. Increasing severity was observed with succeeding pregnancies and the

last infant, with Down’s syndrome, died at 3 days of age as a result of kernicterus estab-

lished by autopsy.

Lectins

Anti-A1 reagent was prepared from Dolichos bifloru.s� seeds according to the method of

Boyd and Shapleigh.3 For extraction 1.5 per cent NaCl ( rather than 0.9 per cent ) was used.

Anti-H reagent was prepared from Ulex europeus, according to the method of Boyd and

Shapleigh.3

Eluates

Eluates were made by heat elution.4 Eluates not immediately used were stored at -20

C. Over a period of 6 months, no loss of antibody activity was noted.

Titrations

Titrations of sera, eluates, or saliva were performed with two-fold dilutions. An equal

volume of 2 per cent washed red cells was added to each dilution. Reaction mixtures were

incubated at room temperature for 1 hour, centrifuged at 1000 g for 30 seconds and then

examined for agglutination. Final reaction volumes were 0.08 ml.

Inhibition Studies

Inhibition studies were performed by mixing the test substances with the source of

antibodies and incubating at room temperature for 1 hour. A portion of a 2 per cent cell

suspension was then added, the mixture additionally incubated for 1 hour at room tempera-

ture, and the degree of agglutination noted following centrifugation for 30 seconds at

1000 g. Final reaction volumes were 0.12 ml. Studies included, for controls, tests with

type 0 cells.

Tests with Acacia

Following incubation of erythrocytes with a source of antibodies, reaction mixtures were

centrifuged at 1000 g for 30 seconds and the supernatant fluids removed and discarded.

One drop ( 0.04 ml. ) of a 4 per cent solution of gum acacia was then added to the sedi-

ment of cells. The test tubes were then centrifuged sufficiently to sediment all reactants.

After shaking, these mixtures were incubated at 37 C. for 15 minutes and centrifuged a

3rd time. Then, following the addition of two drops of 0.9 per cent NaCI, the degree of

agglutination was noted. Tests with type 0 cells provided controls.

Clas�dfication of Phenotypes

Subtypes of A were classified with anti-A, anti-B, anti-A,B and anti-A1 sera, in accordance

with the criteria of Weiner, Sanger and Race5 ( table 1).

RESULTS

1. Serologic Characteristics of the Saliva and Red Cells of Persons Having

Subtype A�

Saliva and red blood cells of two persons of subtype A30 (D’Or. and Per.)

and one person of subtype A30B (Day.) were found to fulfill the criteria given

in table 1. To determine whether anti-A inhibitory activity could be detected

in saliva and related to the unique A status of the red blood cells, anti-A and

anti-A,B were absorbed with A30 red cells and then recovered in heat eluates.
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THE NATURE OF SOME SUBTYPES OF A 607

Table 1.-Described Serologic Reactions of Subtypes of At

Phenotypes Anti-A Anti-A, Anti-B Anti-A,B

Hema.gglutination Inhibition
by Secretor Saliva

Anti-A Anti-B

A1 S S N S S N

A., 5 N N S S N
A3 M N N NI N

A30 VW N N \V N N

Ag VWtoW N N W S N

A11, N N N VW S N

A1B S S S S S S

A�B S N S S S S
A.B M N S S \V S

A30B VW N S S N S

S = Strong agglutination or inhibition; N = no agglutination or inhibition; NI = mixed

weak agglutination with large numbers of unagglutinated cells; W = weak agglutination

or inhibition; VW = very weak agglutination.
fModified from Weiner, Sanger and Race.5

These eluates, and others in the case of Per., were tested for agglutinating

activity and for the sensitivity of the eluted agglutinins to be inhibited by

secretor salivas, including the saliva of the A30 person.

a. Sub/ect 1, D’Or. (A30 ) . Anti-A absorbed by and eluted from D’Or. erythro-

cytes strongly agglutinated type A red cells and weakly agglutinated the cells

of D’Or. These eluted agglutinins were sensitive to inhibition by type A

secretor saliva and also by the saliva of D’Or. However, high concentrations

of D’Or. saliva were required for inhibition, whereas ordinary type A secretor

saliva was active at very low concentrations. Control salivas, non-secretors of

all ABO types and secretors of types B and 0, had no inhibiting effect upon

these eluted agglutinins.

Anti-A,B was also absorbed by and eluted from D’Or. red blood cells. These

eluates agglutinated cells of types A and B as well as the cells of D’Or. On

titration, type A cells were agglutinated to a titer of 1 : 256, type B cells to 1:64,

but erythrocytes of D’Or. were agglutinated to a titer of only 1:8. All of these

agglutination reactions could be inhibited by low concentrations of either

typ e A or type B secretor saliva; the former was more active in inhibiting the

agglutination of type A cells, whereas the latter was a more active inhibitor

of the agglutination of type B cells. The saliva of D’Or. also inhibited the

agglutination of type A, type B and his own cells by these anti-A,B eluates,

but high concentrations were required. Non-secretor salivas of all ABO types,

and secretor salivas of type 0 failed to inhibit these eluted agglutinins. These
findings are summarized in table 2.

b. Sub/ect 2, Per. ( A30 ) . Per. erythrocytes, serum and saliva had the same

general characteristics as those of D’Or., as noted in tables 1, 2 and 3. Anti-A,

absorbed by and eluted from the red cells of Per., strongly agglutinated cells

of subtypes A1 and A2 and weakly agglutinated the cells of Per. Anti-A,B

absorbed by and eluted from Per. red blood cells was stronger than the anti-A

eluates, and agglutinated cells of subtypes A1 and A2, type B, and Per cells

with almost equal avidity.
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608 ALTER AND ROSENFIELD

Table 2.- Eluates Obtained from D’Or. RBCf

Direct Titer of Eluate
Method

Inhibition of Eluate by Dilutions
of Secretor Salivat

Type of Secretor Saliva

Test RBC Saline Acacia Antiglobulin A B 0 D’Or.

Type A

TypeB

TypeO

D’Or.

4 16

N N

N N

1 2

Eluate of Anti-A

>1024 NI N

>1024 N N

2

2

Eluate of Anti-A,B

Type A

Type B

TypeO

D’Or.

128 256

64 64

N N

4 8

128 >5120 320 N

32 160 >5120 N

N

4 >5120 >5120 N

2

2

4

IValues given are reciprocal of final dilutions.

fTested by acacia method.
§N = no agglutination observed.

Anti-A,B eluates obtained with Per. red cells were used for saliva inhibition

studies. Secretor salivas from type A persons were found to inhibit all eluted

agglutinin activity whereas the secretor salivas from type B markedly inhibited

the agglutination of type B cells and the cells of Per. but were not as effective

inhibitors of the agglutination of type A cells. Per. saliva clearly inhibited the

agglutination of type A and B cells by these eluates, but only poorly inhibited

the agglutination of Per. cells.

Anti-A absorbed by and eluted from cells of subtypes A1 and A2, and

anti-A,B absorbed by and eluted from cells of subtypes A1, A2 and type B were

also tested with Per. cells. All antibodies absorbed by and eluted from type A

cells failed to agglutinate the cells of Per. However, anti-A,B absorbed by and

eluted from type B cells was found to agglutinate the cells of Per. very

weakly ( table 3).

c. Sub1ect 3, Day. (AXB ) . Anti-A absorbed by and eluted from Day. erythro-

cytes strongly agglutinated cells of type A, but only weakly agglutinated the

cells of Day. Secretor salivas obtained from persons of subtypes A1 and A2

inhibited these agglutination reactions, whereas the saliva of Day., in con-

trast to the results obtained with D’Or. and Per., was not inhibitory ( table 4).

2. Inhibitory Power of Secretor Saliva

During the study of the secretor salivas of D’Or., Per. and Day., compara-

tive studies were made with secretor salivas of other known subtypes of A.

The results are shown in table 5 and compared with earlier studies of Cam-

melgaard6 and Wiener.7 Secretor salivas of different persons vary in their

capacity to inhibit A-anti-A agglutination, but all three studies suggested

that the ABO phenotype of the secretor is a contributory factor. In each

study, the titer at which salivas were found to inhibit A-anti-A varied in

accordance with the A subtype of the secretor: A1 > A2 > A3 > A30.
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THE NATURE OF SOME SUBTYPES OF A 609

Table 3.-Eluate Studies with Per. RBC

Eluat.e
Made from

Antibody Type ofTest Cells
Source of

Eluate A1 A2 B 0 Per.

Agglutination Tests with Undiluted Eluates

Type A1 anti-A ++++ +++± - - -

anti-A,B +++ +++ + - -

Type A2 anti-A ++++ ++±+ - -

anti-A,B ++++ +++± +++± -

Type B anti-A - - -

anti-A,B ++++ ++++ ++++

- -

- +

TypeO anti-A - - - - -

anti-A,B - - - - -

Per. anti-A ++++ ++++ - - ±‘ anti-A,B +++ ++ ++ - ++

Test Cell

Inhibition of Anti-A,B Eluted from Per. Red Celist

Type of Secretor Salivas

Ai B Per.
Saline or saliva of

Type 0

Type A1 <4 16 (32) 32 (128) 64 (256)

Type B <4 <4 32 (128) 64 (256)

Per. <1 <1 <1 2(2)

tDilution of eluate ( reciprocal) at which no agglutination was observed. Values in

parentheses were obtained by the acacia method.

3. Family Studies

Relatives of D’Or and Per. could not be obtained, but members of the Day. family were

available for study. In this pedigree, siblings of Day. were found to have the A3B pheno-

type, although their genotype appeared to be A�B. Thus, although Day. possessed the

A�B phenotype, his genotype also could have been A2B. This prompted a search for other

examples of A3B, and three pedigrees proved of interest to this problem. The results,

shown in table 6 and figure 1, reveal that some B genes appear to interact with paired A
at the phenotypic level to suppress the expression of the A gene.

a. Day. family. Day. had four siblings, two of whom were of subtype A3B and one of

type B. 1-6, married to a woman of type B ( 1-7 ) had three sons, two of whom were of

subtype A2 ( 11-5 and 11-6 ) ; one was type A2B. Thus the A gene of 1-6, when paired with

either the 0 or the B gene of 1-7, was responsible for the normal expression expected of

A2 rather than the weak expression found with the red cells of 1-6.

b. Bas. family. In this pedigree, 11-1 was found to be subtype A2 and yet the daughter

of a mating, type 0 X A3B. The mother ( 1-2), although subtype A3B, has transmitted

A�, and should, therefore, possess the genotype A2B. If so, the expression of the A2 gene

in 1-2 has been suppressed by the paired B gene.

C. Rei. family. The propositus ( I-i ) possessed the phenotype A3B, and his wife ( 1-2)

the subtype A1. Two children ( 11-1 and 11-2) were found to be of subtypes A2 and A2B.

1-2, in accordance with her pedigree, where four A1A2BO genes have been identified, should

have had the genotype, A10. The B gene of I-i, when paired with the A1 gene of 1-2,

gave rise, in 11-2, to the phenotype A2B, rather than the expected phenotype A1B. Further-

more, IL-i, who could not have inherited A2 from 1-2, should have inherited this gene
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610 ALTER AND ROSENFIELD

Table 4.- Eluates Ob tamed from Day. RBCt
Inhibition of Eluate by Secret or Saliva

Test RBC
Direct Titer
(reciprocal)

Type secretor saliva
-

A1

Eluate

A2 B

of anti-A

Ot Day.

TypeA1 4 - - +± ++ ++

Day. 4 - - ++ ++ ++

Eluate of Anti-B

TypeB ndl +++ +++ +++
Day. nd +++ +++± +++

fTested by acacia method. Values given are reciprocal of the final dilutions

agglutination was observed.

f Secretor saliva from type 0 and non-secretor saliva of all types.

I nd = not done.

Table 5.-Effect of ABO Phenotype upon the Maximal Mean Titer at which
Secretor Saliva Will Completely inhibit Anti-A

at which

Phenotype
Present-

No. tested
Study

Mean titert
Gamme

No. tested
lgaard6

Mean titert
Weiner�

No. tested Mean titert

A1 3 9.0 47 11.1 5 10.4

A2 3 6.0 41 8.3 5 9.0

A3 0 - 19 7.1 0 -

A30 2 0 0 - 0 -

A1B 1 9.0 0 - 0 -

A.,B 1 6.0 2 7.5 0 -

A3B 4 2.5 2 6.0 0 -

A30Bf 1 0 0 - 0 -

fReciprocal of dilution expressed as log9.
fSubject Day.

from I-i. It would appear, therefore, that I-i, although phenotypically A3B, should have

possessed the genotype A2B. Thus a single B gene appears to have suppressed, at the

phenotypic level, in I-i, the expression of paired A2, and in 11-2 the expression of paired

A’.

d. The Mi!. family. The propositus, type A3B, was the daughter of a mating B X A2.

A sibling ( 11-3 ) of the propositus was type 0, establishing the presence of an 0 gene in

each parent. Since the mother, 1-2, was type A2 ( genotype A’O ), the propositus should

have had the genotype A2B and thus the A2B phenotype instead of the observed A3B.

Here, too the B gene appears to have suppressed, at the phenotypic level, the expression

of paired A. Furthermore, when the A’ gene of 11-1 segregated from the suppressing paired

B gene, the A., phenotype was once again fully expressed in 111-1 and 111-3.

4. The Role of Suppressor B Genes in Tests for Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

The concept of B genes that suppress, at the phenotypic level, the expression of paired

A genes increases the number of ABO alleles and genotypes, and alters the phenotype class

to which some genotypes contribute. Such a five allele model is depicted in table 7, where

B#{176}indicates B that suppresses, at the phenotypic level, the expression of paired A. With

an additional allele to be considered, the number of genotypes is increased from 10 to 15

(i.e., 5 + 4 + 3+ 2+ 1= 15).

The genotypes contributing to the phenotypes 0, A1, A2 and A1B have not been changed

from the four allele model, but phenotype B now includes BB, BO, BB#{176},B#{176}B#{176},B#{176}Oand
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THE NATURE OF SOME SUBTYPES OF A 611

MB#{176}whereas the phenotype A9B is comprised of genotypes A2B and A’B#{176}.The genotype

A�B#{176}has been placed arbitrarily in the type B phenotype class, although most investigators

would classify it as an A3B variation of A2B. The size of this class is quite small. The A3

gene is of extremely low frequency and has been disregarded.
From the compilation of Mourant and Kopec,5 five populations were selected because

of unusually high x2 values in regard to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Table 8 lists the

frequencies of the A1A2BO phenotypes, the gene frequencies computed on the basis of

four alleles ( A1, A2, B and 0 ) , and �2 values as published.5 Table 8 also shows that, by

assuming the existence of five alleles (A’, A’, B, 0 and B* ) and calculating their fre-

quencies by the maximum likelihood method of Ceppellini, Siniscalco and Smith,9 low

x2 values in regard to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were obtained. The ratio of B#{176}to
( B + B#{176}) was found to vary from 18-84 per cent.

Two other populations10”3 failed to reveal evidence in support of B#{176}.

DiscuSSioN

ABO phenotypes, including subtypes of A, are determined by ( a) agglu-

tination of erythrocytes with four kinds of antisera: anti-A, anti-B, anti-A,B

and anti-A1 and (b) the capacity of saliva to inhibit A-anti-A, B-anti-B, and

H-anti-H agglutination systems ( table 1 ) . In the case of A30, typical erythro-

cytes are agglutinated by anti-A,B but not in usual tests with anti-A sera, and

the saliva of secretors clearly inhibits H-anti-H agglutination but fails to

inhibit standard A-anti-A.

In contrast to the limited characterizations of table 1, anti-A or anti-A,B,

when absorbed by and eluted from type A30 red cells, were found to consist of

selected population of antibody molecules which would agglutinate the A30

red cells and, in the case of D’Or. and Per., be inhibited by the salivary secre-

tions of the A30 individual. This constitutes a demonstation of A-anti-A in-

hibiting activity in the saliva of A30 individuals that is analogous to the ex-

pression of A on their erythrocytes.

Unfortunately, the three A30 persons studied were never available at one

time and materials were insufficient to permit comparative tests of cross-

inhibition. It is altogether possible that such tests would have disclosed

significant dissimilarities.

Wiener12 has considered A30 to be 0,.; i.e., type 0 possessing C, a “factor”

common to A and B antigenic determinants. The present studies do not sup-

port this hypothesis because all three examples have demonstrated reactivity,

albeit weak, with anti-A, which, by definition, cannot contain anti-C.

A30 antigenic determinants may either differ structurally from normal A

or be representative of subtle steric changes that, under ABO gene control,

hinder the effective binding of most anti-A molecules. Studies with isolated

A30 hapte&3 might provide data pertinent to this problem.

The A30 phenotype, in some pedigrees,1417 reflects a rare heterozygote, AXO,

where AX determines the observed uniquely weak A qualities. In two families,

however, A30 has been observed among the offspring of 0 x 0 matings,1�”9

while in a third,2#{176}the gene apparently has been transmitted from, and perhaps

through persons with the phenotype, A2B. Serologic differences between

unrelated examples of A30 have been described.2’

The A30 phenotype class may encompass a spectrum of differences. How-
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Fig. 1.-Four pedigrees that reveal suppression of A in some AB genotypes.

ever, the weak A qualities of erythrocytes of these phenotypes would tend to

reveal variability more readily than the common examples of blood that have

a strong expression of A. Gene interaction at the phenotypic level and environ-

mental factors such as leukemia and myeloid metaplasia may also influence

the expression of A genes.

111 the present study, a pedigree could he obtained from only one A30

subject, Day., who had the phenotype A30B. In this family, the A’B genotype

was shown to be responsible for the A3B phenotype. It is likely that the geno-

type of Day. was also A2B, but his phenotype differed markedly from that of

his type A3B siblings. If Day. is genotypically A2B, his unique A status must

arise from more than suppression of A2 by paired B.22 One factor that could
1)0 responsible is the underlying disease of Day., myeloid metaplasia, which

may be associated, as is leukemia, with weakening of A on the erythrocytes,2�

a change of blood type known as A�. The case reported by Stratton, Renton

and Hancock24 may have been one of myeloid metaplasia terminating in

acute myeloblastic leukemia. Previously, the salivary secretions of persons

having Ag transformation had not revealed any reduction in their capacity to

inhibit A-anti-A agglutination.25 However, slight changes in inhibition titer in

the range of 1 : 100 could not be observed as readily as a change of similar

magnitude when the unaffected saliva inhibition titer is only 1 : 8 as in th��

Day. family (table 4).

Although there have been many reports of A30 phenotypes, no previous

instance of A30B has been noted. This phenotype may never be the result of

the AZB genotype, which seems in one report2#{176} to give rise to A2B instead.
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Table 7.-Genotypes and Phenotypes when Suppressor

- B Genes, B#{176},Are Added to the Gene Poolt

i�;;i;i�t; with Specific Antisera:

Anti-A Anti-A, Anti-B Anti-HI Phenotype Contributing Genotypes

- - - + __o � 00
- - + - B BB,B0,BBO,BOBO,BO0,A2B*�

�1� -t - - A, A’A’, A1A2, A’O

+ - - + A2 A�A2,A2()

+ + + - A111 A’B

+ - + - AM A2B,A1B#{176}

tThe A3genehas been ignored.

flntermediate and weak reactions ignored.
§The A2B#{176}genotype would give rise to the phenotype A3B. This might be classified as

type B in some studies but as type A3B in others. Here A2B#{176}has been considered, arbitrari-

1y, to be responsible for part of the type B class.

A30B could, however, arise from A’B where the B gene suppresses, at the

phenotypic level, the expression of the paired A allele. It is possible, although

unlikely because of the rarity of A’, that Day. has the genotype A’B.

The salivas of A30 persons, by definition,’ fail to inhibit A-anti-A agglutina-

tion. With the use of eluates of both anti-A and anti-A,B, two of the type A30

persons studied ( D’Or. and Per. ) had weak A inhibiting activity in their

salivas ( tables 2 and 3 ), but the A30B person ( Day. ) did not. This distinction

may indicate that some hut not all A30 salivas inhibit eluates or that the ex-

ceedingly poor expression of A in Day. saliva is not detectable by available

methods. An alternative 1)osSibihty to account for the Day. salivary discrepancy

is that Day. is not AZB or even AB, but A’B, where the expression of A has

l)een suppressed both by the paired B gene and by the underlying disease

state, myeloid metaplasia. If so, somatic mutation2#{176} has virtually been dim-

mated as a cause of the Ag transformation because the change in Day. has

been encountered on his erythrocytic aiicl his water-soluble antigens neces-

sitating an identical mutation in two ve’rv dissimilar tissues.

In previous reports,6’ � the inhibition titers of the saliva of individuals with

�‘arious subtypes of A have l)een compared. It has l)een stated that no differ-

(‘lice could he detected among the subtypes7 although it appears suggestive

from the 1)resent data as �vell as that of Gammelgaard#{176} and Wiener7 that there

is a slight direct correlation between the strength of the A antigen on the

erythrocytes and the capacity of the saliva to inhibit A-anti-A agglutination.

hi a recent report,6 the amount of A substance in the saliva of type A2 mdi-

viduals was stated to be slightly less than in the saliva of type A1 persons

dfld slightly more than found in the secretions of type A3 people.

During the study of the Day. family it became apparent that the A’A2B()

genotype of Day. could not be inferred from the observed phenotype. The

Day. family and three others, Bas., Mil. and Rei., revealed another phe-

nomenon, that the A3B phenotype can arise from an NB genotype. There are

at least three other reports2’2227 concerning A3B arising from the genotype

A2B. The Rei family, however, revealed type A2B to arise from the A’B geno-

type, an observation not previously reported.

Dunsford22 stated that certain B genes appear to have the capacity to sup-
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THE NATURE OF SOME SUBTYPES OF A 617

press the full expression of paired A. Since the same A genes, when segregated

from suppressing B genes, are found to express normal A, the suppression by

paired B is effective only at the phenotypic level.

All four families were obtained within a period of only a few months

which suggested that suppressor B genes were not uncommon. Two standard

references, however, fail to indicate this to be the case. In table 33 of Wiener’s

text,2M offspring of subtype A1 were not observed from A2B X “not A1” matings,

although 50 subtype A2 and seven subtype A2B children were encountered.

In the text of Race and Sanger,’ the cited South England population data of

1km et al.” does not permit the assumption of a significant number of sup-

pressor B genes.

From the compilation and analysis of A,A2BO data by Mourant and Kopec,5

five studies pertinent to this problem were analyzed. By assuming only the

classical four alleles, tests for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium gave a poor fit.

Recalculation of the same data, but assuming the presence of an additional

gene, suppressor B (B#{176}), gave a markedly improved fit for Hardy-Weinberg

equilibrium. One of these populations was Norwegian and one was Jewish

( of India ) . Of the four A:1B probands in this report, one was Norwegian and

the other three Jewish.

There is other published evidence that a suppressor B#{176}gene is present in

many populations. Nijenhuis21’ noted a higher incidence of A2B phenotypes

and a lower incidence of A1B than expected in the Negroes of Ghana and

Congo. Several populations listed by Mourant and KopecTM included a type

A2B individual in populations were the A2 gene should have been absent.

For example, Sussman, Meyer and Conrad3#{176} investigated inhabitants of the

Marshal Islands and found a type A2B person in a population lacking any

other evidence for A’ genes. Furthermore, many other populations compiled

by Niourant and KopecTM disclose a frequency of A2B phenotypes that is too

high while A1B is too low.

The implications of the concept of a suppressor B gene is of importance in

medicolegal practice. For example, a mating of type A2B x “not A1” can

result in a type A1 individual if the A2B parent is genotypically A’B#{176}.

Other forms of gene interaction, effective at the blood type phenotypic

level, have been described. Thus in Rh, R’R1’2 gives rise to Rh:wl (91 or D”)

phenotypes, whereas in ABO, xx gives rise to Bombay status, sese to non-

secretor status, ii to non-secretor of Lewis status, and secretion of H to trans-

formation of Le8 to Le”. Many other forms of blood group gene interactions are

likely to exist and should provide a fertile field for human genetical analyses.

CoNcLusIoNs

The subtype A30B has been encountered and described, along with two new

examples of the subtype A30. Anti-A and anti-A,B that has been absorbed by

and eluted from erythrocytes of subtype A30 are sensitive to at least partial

inhibition by the salivary secretions of the A30 person, thereby implying that

A determinants are expressed in the salivary secretions as well as on the

erythrocytes. Saliva of the A30B person did not possess such inhibitory activity.
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However, family study disclosed that this person was likely to possess an

unusual A2B genotype in which the B gene suppresses, at the phenotypic

level, the expression of paired A. Furthermore, an underlying disease, myeloid

metaplasia, may have further suppressed the expression of A determinants

on both erythrocytes and in salivary secretions. Three other pedigrees revealed

suppression of A by paired B, and in one instance, the genotype A1B was

found to give rise to the phenotype A2B. Some population studies fail to

demonstrate satisfactory Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium when tested in ac-

cordance with the usual four allele theory of inheritance for the A1A2BO

phenotypes. An additional allele, suppressor B (B*) was assumed for five such

studies, and a more satisfactory fit between expected and observed values was

obtained.

SUMMARIO IN INTERLTNGUA

He essite incontrate, e describite, le subtypo A30B, insimul con duo nove

exemplos del subtypo A30. Anti-A e anti-A,B, que ha essite absorbite per

ervthrocytos de subtypo A30 e eluite ab illos, es sensibile pro un al minus

partial inhibition per le secretiones salivari de un subjecto del subtypo A30.

Isto indica que determinantes A es exprimite in le secretiones saliyari si ben

que como super le erythrocytos. Saliva ab le subjecto del subtypo A30B non

possedeva tin tal activitate inhibitori. Tamen, studios familial revelava le

probabilitate que iste subjecto possedeva un inusual genotypo A2B in le qual

le gen B supprime al nivello phenotypic le expression de appareate A. In plus,

tin subjacente morbo, aplasia myeloide, habeva possibilemente resultate in le

suppression del expression de determinantes A tanto in le ervthrocytos como

etiam in le secretiones salivari. Tres altere arbores genealogic revelava le

suppression de A per appareate B, e in un caso le genotypo A’B esseva

associate con le phenotypo A2B. Occasionalmente, studios demologic non

demonstra un satisfacente equilibrio Hardy-Weinberg quando tests es effectu-

ate de accordo con le usual theoria de hereditate a quatro allelos pro le

phenotypos A1A2BO. Un allelo additional, suppressor B ( B#{176}) , esseva postulate

in cinque tal studios, e un plus satisfacente congruentia inter le expectate e

le observate valores esseva obtenite.
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